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Where can i take the ged test online for free
Whether you're a recent graduate or someone considering a career change, career aptitude tests can offer unique insight regarding jobs best-suited for your skillset and personality. Best of all, the career aptitude tests are objective measures of your interests -- so you can avoid awkward career conversations at family parties like, "My neighbor Bill is
hiring for a financial analyst. I know you want to be a writer, but it's a start." Here, we've compiled seven of the best career aptitude tests you can take online for free, so you don't waste time applying for jobs you wouldn't enjoy. If you feel unfulfilled in your current role, or if you're tired of hearing what you "should" be doing at family parties, read on.
1. 123 Career Test It's important to find a job that suits your personality and makes you feel passionate about what you do. Occasionally, you might feel tempted to take a job for money or status, rather than truly considering if your personality would fit well in the work environment or job itself. 123 Career Test is a simple, five-to-ten minute
assessment of your career personality. You simply look at pictures of people doing work-related tasks, and choose "yes" or "no" in regards to whether you could see yourself enjoying that task. 123 Career Test is based on Holland Code personality types, and will tell you which work environments and occupations best suit your career personality. 2.
Princeton Review Career Quiz Similar to 123 Career Test, Princeton Review's Career Quiz offers examples of people doing tasks, and asks you to choose which one you'd rather do. However, while 123 Career Test shows you pictures, Princeton Review's test offers phrases such as "I would rather be a tax lawyer" or "I would rather be a newspaper
editor". If you'd prefer words over images, this test is the better option for you. The test consists of 24 questions. At the end of the test, you'll be assigned a color based on your perceived interests and style -- then, Princeton Review offers potential careers well-suited for people in your color category. While not as diligent as some of the others in this
list, the results are nonetheless useful indicators of potential paths you might take. 3. My Next Move O*NET Interests Profiler Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Labor, the O*NET Interests Profiler asks you 60 questions regarding various work activities. After you provide a level of interest for each task, ranging from "strongly dislike" to "strongly
like", the tool identifies your career interests and suggests potential career paths. Best of all, the O*NET Interests Profiler allows you to filter your career path search based on how much preparation is necessary, so you can find jobs for which you're currently qualified. 4. MyPlan.com A company is only a good fit if it matches your values -- but
sometimes, particularly if you've never worked in a corporate environment, it's hard to identify those values. MyPlan.com offers a free values assessment that identifies your work values, which can help you narrow your search when it comes to both positions and companies. The test separates work values into six separate clusters. Once you've
completed the test, you are assigned one of those clusters -- then, you're shown a list of 739 occupations, ranked by how well each position matches your personal values. If you're unsure which industry best suits your values, this test might offer some useful initial insights. 5. MAPP Career Test The MAPP Career Test (Motivational Appraisal Personal
Potential) provides you with insights regarding your career motivations, and then offers you a list of ten industries best-suited for you. Additionally, the MAPP Test matches you with specific careers in their database of over 1,000 roles, helping you narrow your job-hunting scope. The MAPP test has been taken by over 8 million people since 1995, and
is offered in six different languages. The test has undergone reliability testing by psychologists, and results are correlated to the Strong Interest Inventory®. While some of the other tests in this list offer general personality or value assessments, this one matches you with specific roles. If you're interested in more literal or concrete advice, this is a
good test to take. 6. Career Strengths Test Searching for jobs requires a certain level of self-awareness, but oftentimes, it can be difficult to remain open-minded and unbiased when considering your own strengths and weaknesses. The Career Strengths test, a collection of assessments developed by the Johnson O’Connor Research Foundation for
Oprah, evaluates your strengths when it comes to skills varying from numerical reasoning to concept organization. After completing the four quick tests, you're given a list of multiple jobs that require your skills. This is a good test for identifying your job strengths, and limiting your career search to roles best-suited for your skills. 7. PathSource
PathSource created a free career assessment app for those of you who prefer using your smartphone over a desktop. Once you input personality characterists and interests, PathSource provides you with a list of potential career options, and includes information such as lifestyle and income expectations for each potential role. Additionally, the app
offers 2,600 informational interviews, showcasing an insider's view from people in various professions. PathSource also provides a database of careers related to various academic majors. If you're a recent graduate and are unsure which career paths you can pursue with your major, this is a helpful tool. Originally published Sep 18, 2018 7:00:00 AM,
updated September 18 2018 Personality tests are a great way to explore different aspects of who you are, and uncover layers you perhaps hadn’t recognized about yourself before. Being truly self-aware is hard -- while they might not be always 100% accurate, personality tests work well as a starting point for self-discovery by providing results you
might not have concluded on your own. There are hundreds of personality tests out there -- some label you with a general personality type, while others delve into your best potential career paths. Some challenge you to look at ink blots, while others ask you detailed multiple choice questions. While many of these tests are unreliable and don’t offer
any real scientific validation, others can provide potentially astute, psychologically-based insight into your behaviors, ambitions, and temperament in times of conflict. In fact, some online personality tests are thought-provoking indicators into why you make decisions, who you work well with, and how to modify your attitude towards people whose
personalities clash with yours. In both your work and personal life, this information can be invaluable. When you’ve got some downtime and want to explore aspects of who you are, or get some guidance on potential career paths, take a look at the best free online personality tests we’ve compiled. Whether you’re interested in general information
about your personality, or emotional intelligence-related insight, you’re bound to learn something. Free Myers-Brigg Personality Tests Myers-Briggs is a widely respected and popular personality assessment tool -- first used in the 1940s, the test was developed by Katharine Cook Briggs and her daughter, Isabel Briggs Myers. Initially inspired by
Jung’s personality theory, the Myers-Briggs test conveniently separates people into 16 categories of personalities, providing each person with a four-letter acronym. The following four tests are broad-stroke indicators of who you are, using inspiration from Myers-Briggs. Among other things, the tests cover your communication styles, your strengths
and weaknesses, your desires and ambitions, how you see the world, and how people perceive you. If you’ve never taken a test based off Carl Gustav Jung’s psychological traits, or Myers-Briggs’ 16 categories of personalities, I’d suggest you take at least one of these. You’ll be surprised by the accuracy of some of the statements, and more importantly,
you could gain insight into how your behavior is perceived by others, helping you improve both professional and personal relationships. 1. 16 Personalities 16 Personalities covers five broad personality aspects: mind, energy, nature, tactics and identity. The test is based on Carl Gustav Jung’s study of psychological traits (e.g. extroversion vs.
introversion) and the Myers-Briggs test, two popular personality theories meant to determine an extensive overview of who you are. Among other things, the test will cover how you communicate and relate to others -- both professionally and personally -- what you value and strive for, and how you make decisions. 16 Personalities has been taken over
126 million times, and is available in 30 languages. 2. Personality Perfect Similar to 16 Personalities, Personality Perfect is also based on Jung’s and Myers-Briggs’ personality theories, and uses four broad categories -- extraversion vs. introversion, sensing and intuition, thinking and feeling, and judging and perceiving -- to compile a four-letter
abbreviation of your personality type (e.g. “INFP”). The test provides a broad overview of how you connect with others, how you behave, and, perhaps most surprising, how you’re likely seen by others. 3. Human Metrics If you’ve ever wondered which famous personalities share your personality type, you’re in luck -- Human Metrics shows you that
information, along with your four-letter personality type (again, based off Jung and Myers-Briggs theories). With this test, you’ll get information about which career paths are most suitable for your personality type. If you’re having trouble choosing a career path or doubting the one you’ve chosen, maybe this test can help you figure it out. 4.
TestColor Test Color, a test validated by a team of clinical psychologists, psychoanalysts and mathematicians, asks you just two questions: “Click on the colors you like most,” and “Click on the colors you like least.” Test Color tells you about your emotional intelligence, your creativity and imagination, your social skills, and your work style, including
organization and management styles. I found it to be surprisingly accurate: in two questions, it nailed how I communicate with others and how I act in group settings. Free Disc Personality Tests The DISC assessment determines where you lie on four DISC factors: dominance, influence, steadiness, and compliance. DISC is one of the most popular and
authoritative career assessments out there, and many companies encourage their employees to take it. Undoubtedly, personality affects our career ambitions, as well as how we perform in different workplace environments. If you’re particularly extraverted, maybe you’ve chosen a career path that enables you to work daily with large groups of people.
If you have certain communication styles that rely on passivity and emotion, perhaps your boss’s direct statements sometimes offend you. Arming yourself with a sense of self-awareness could help you find your optimal career path, foster better work relationships, and mitigate work conflict more effectively. Here are four career-focused tests to help
you achieve higher work satisfaction. 1. Crystal Crystal provides a free DISC assessment, which tells you (among other things) how your personality fits into your work environment, who you work well with, who you might have conflict with, how you perceive other’s behaviors, and how other’s perceive yours. The test helps you understand how your
own personality biases you towards certain colleagues (i.e. your personality might take another coworker’s comments offensively, while the coworker just believes in being direct), which could strengthen your work relationships. Best of all, Crystal also offers an accurate personality test, enabling you to build an extensive personality profile on one
website. Plus, when you input your company, Crystal lets you see your colleague’s personality profiles -- undeniably critical information when you’re looking to empathize with a coworker. By Hollan Johnson While many modern computers--PCs and Macs alike--have built-in microphones, many older computers do not. Therefore, if you want to record
your voice or talk to people online with your computer, you will have to purchase an external microphone. External microphones for computers come in a few different varieties. Most computer microphones connect to the computer either by USB, Bluetooth or through the "Audio In" line on the computer. If you want to test your microphone online,
several websites will allow you to do so. Plug your microphone into your computer if it is an external microphone and turn it on. Go to the Start menu and select the "Control Panel." Choose what type of microphone you are using--headset or a desktop. Adjust your microphone accordingly and click “Finish” when you are done. Go to the Online
Tutoring System's microphone test page in Resources. Click "Allow" in the flash window and speak into your microphone. If the bubbles move, your microphone works. If the bubbles do not move, adjust the setting in the Control Panel or turn your microphone off and back on again. Go to Midomi's microphone test page in the Resources. Click “Allow”
in the flash window on the website. Select your type of microphone from the "Pick your Microphone" menu and press the "Record 5 second sample" button to record your voice. Speak into the microphone for five seconds and listen to the sample. If you can hear your voice, the mic is working. If not, adjust your microphone's settings in the Control
Panel. Go to the Johns Hopkins University microphone test page using the link in Resources. The Johns Hopkins University microphone test works for USB microphones only. Click "Allow." Speak into the microphone for a few seconds. The test will let you know if your mic is the right level or not. If not, go to the "Sounds and Audio Devices" in the
Control Panel to change it. We'll start like any good student: with serious prep. Of course, GED Testing Service offers "official" materials you can study and practice with, but they come at a pretty penny. Want a set of workbooks? It'll set you back about $20. What about an official online practice test? That's a hair under $40. Want a prep book and
practice test? Almost $60. In other words, GED Testing Service is making some dough on a test taker's willingness to cram with "official" materials.You probably have a few other questions that you need answered before you sit down to ace this exam, such as:How old do you have to be?How much does it cost?Actually, it depends. GED test policy is
regulated by state, so while Washington charges $75 for the test, Georgia charges $160. In Texas, you must be at least 18 to take the test, while in Missouri you can take it at 17. So check your state's regulations to make sure you meet requirements [source: GED Testing Service].When you sit down for the test, you'll be completing five sections, plus
an essay. (In some states, you have to complete all five in one sitting; in others you can take one section at a time.) If you do them all at once, you're in for a doozy: The entire battery takes seven hours and five minutes. The sections are:Language arts and writing (75 minutes, 50 questions plus 45 minute essay)Language arts and reading (65 minutes,
40 questions)Science (90 minutes, 50 questions)Mathematics (90 minutes, 50 questions)Social studies (70 minutes, 50 questions)As with almost all GED "rules," whether you can take it on a computer varies by state, but you can't just take it online at home: You must show up at an official testing station. And while there might be breaks between
sections, especially after the essay section, use the restroom beforehand. Also, as long as we're acting like your parents, don't forget to eat a good breakfast that day.For 2014, the GED Testing Service decided to eliminate all hard copy tests for the new battery and switched entirely to computers. The 2014 version was also designed to further "career
and college-readiness skills," according to the GED Testing Service Web site.
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